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History

- Draft-gashinsky-v6nd-enhance-00
  - Discussed in v6ops and 6man
  - Proposed operational “hacks”, implementation specific guidance, and protocol changes.
  - Support for the intent of the document
    - Maybe gratuitous ND is not such a great idea...
- Draft-gashinsky-v6ops-v6nd-problems
  - Separate the problem statement, mitigation and implementation advice from standards action.
  - Support for acceptance as a WG document in v6ops
Present.

- Draft-ietf-v6ops-v6nd-problems-00
  - Commentary incorporated from:
    - John Jason Brzozowski
    - Tassos Chatzithomaoglou
    - Wes George
    - Hemant Singh

- Basic questions:
  - Is the document complete?
  - The focus is on mitigations that conform with existing assumptions about ipv6 sub-net practice. Is that sound?
  - Is the implementation advice helpful?
    - Does it open it up to more problems?
  - Is enhancement to V6ND process (standards) worthwhile?